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Abstract: In contrast to the first and second wave of Hu-
man Computer Interaction, the third wave grapples with
wicked problems. However, re-solutions to wicked prob-
lems embodied in artifacts frame and change the under-
standing of the problem itself. Research through Design
(RtD) is a constructive methodology to understand this in-
terplay of problem framing through designing artifacts.
RtD is also suited to resurface the theory within those ar-
tifacts through annotation. These annotations expose and
emphasize qualities, values and assumptions held within
artifacts by its creators. In addition to those modes for an-
notation, we will suggest two additional abstract frames
through which RtD artifacts can be further annotated:
Open Research Agenda and Interdisciplinarity.Wewill ap-
ply both frames to one research artifact, Loaded Dice to
distill qualities from this artifact’s framing. Through this
we will show how creating and deploying an artifact can
change its environment which also includes its creators.

Keywords: Research through Design, Third Wave HCI, In-
terdisciplinarity, Wicked Problems

“the future job of a designer is to give substance to new ideas
while taking away the physical and organizational foundations of
old ones. In this situation, it is nonsense to think of designing as
the satisfaction of existing requirements. New needs grow and old
needs decay…” (John Chris Jones)
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1 Introduction

In this article, we will reflect on Research through De-
sign (RtD) as part of the Third Wave of Human-Computer-
Interaction (HCI). In particular, we will discuss the role
and implications of Research through Design in shaping
open research agendas and interdisciplinary research. We
do so, by re-annotating a particular Research through De-
sign artifact we developed to explore the design space of
smart things for the home – while following a deliberately
open research agenda.

The research device is called “Loaded Dice” and was
first presented as a co-design tool to engage blind and vi-
sually impaired in co-creating smart technology for the
home. First presented at NordiCHI 2016 and subsequent
conferences and demo sessions. We annotated the arti-
fact as proposed by Gaver [11] on the aspects of creative
process, user-centeredness, developing design spaces, ex-
ploring material and attention to aesthetics [7]. With the
article at hand, we will re-annotate the same artifact from
two new perspectives. These perspectives are concerned
with the research agenda surrounding the artifact and not
its immediate attributes. The new annotations we present
explore the scientific qualities of the research device, and
aim to promote interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and
participatory research within the human-computer inter-
action community.We investigate our own research strate-
gies by re-annotating this research device.

This article is structured as follows. We will first
present Research through Design as one mode of in-
quiry within the third paradigm of Human-Computer In-
teraction. This is followed by a short presentation of the
“LoadedDice” – a research device for exploring the design
space of smart connected things within the home. We will
then discuss the concept of resurfacing theory through the
annotation of RtD artifacts. Lastly, we will use an annota-
tion of this RtD artifact to explicate the role of Research
through Design for open research agendas and interdisci-
plinary research within HCI.

We propose these readings to illustrate how RtD ar-
tifacts can be further annotated to generate multifaceted
theory on multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary design
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and development processes. These annotations we of-
fer, are sketches of theory we propose – they are nei-
ther exhaustive nor exclusive to our interpretation. They
are grounded in the situatedness of one particular re-
search device which was developed to investigate the de-
sign space of smart things in the context within the home.

As such, these sketches of theory are meant to inspire
HCI researchers on the opportunities of employing RtD
methodology in future open participatory and interdisci-
plinary HCI research projects.

2 Research through Design

2.1 HCI Design Research Today

Scientific practice follows diverging paradigms as Kuhn
[18] pointed out prominently. Other than in Kuhn’s historic
study of the change from the Ptolemaic system to Coper-
nican heliocentrism the diverging paradigms of HCI exist
concurrently, contending in the question, what HCImeans
and how it should work [15].

The first paradigmatic wave of HCI is mainly inspired
by industrial engineering and ergonomics and aims to op-
timize the man-machine fit of interfaces. The interaction
between man and machine is thereby understood as close
coupling, that should be optimized in order to function
well and safe. An instructive example for this kind of HCI
is to research and improve the usability of ticket machines
or similar, often graphical, user interfaces. Thus, the first
wave of HCI is concerned with fixing specific problems that
arise in interaction between, e.g. a ticket machine and its
user.

This engineering approach is followed by a second
wave originating from cognitive science, with a stronger
emphasis on theory. It is characterized by a significant ex-
tension of the research interest to the question, what is
happening in the human mind while interacting with a
computer. In this paradigm, HCI is understood as infor-
mation communication between entities that process this
communication. The efficient design of graphical user in-
terfaces and instruments in airplane cockpits is a prime ex-
ample for this paradigm.Here, the second paradigm of HCI
asks the question, how the efficiency of the information pro-
cessing between user and computer can be improved.

Harrison, Tatar, & Sengers [15] identified amore recent
third, phenomenological wave, consisting of approaches
ranging from embodied interaction [10] to situated mean-
ing [32] to social change [2]. These exceed the first two
paradigms by emphasizing the role of situation and con-

text of use, that might change the requirements of ‘suc-
cessful’ interaction and the ways of achieving it. The un-
derstandings of HCI here is an interplay of people, inter-
face and context. Lucy Suchman’s work at Xerox PARC is
an early example: She lead a work group researching how
users’ made sense of a copying machine [32]. The interac-
tion with the machine was thereby not conceptualized as
(failed) information exchange, but rather as construction
and negotiation ofmeaning. Drawing on this example, the
third wave of HCI tends to be more interested in what goes
onaround systems, rather thanwhat is happeningat the in-
terface. Here, the third wave of HCI asks the question, how
people appropriate technologies, and how HCI design can
support those appropriations within the complexity of man-
machine-interaction.

2.2 Wicked Problems in HCI: Why does
Research through Design Matter?

In stark contrast to the first and second wave of HCI which
tackle complicated issues of interaction, the goal of the
third wave of HCI is to acknowledge and grapple the in-
herent complexity of the interaction between people and
man-made-things. This draws on the notion, that HCI ar-
tifacts are generative and influence, even change, the cir-
cumstances in which they are employed. Paying close at-
tention to the fact that novel HCI services and artifacts
substantially alter the lives of people affected, we argue
that research within third wave HCI is fundamentally con-
cerned with problems that are messy [28], infinite [30], or
even wicked [27]. It is widely acknowledged, that these
classes of problems are inherent to every design activity,
from urban planning [27] to HCI [33]. These problems are
infinite and limitless in regards to technology, context,
politics, individual use, belief, and circumstance. Because
not all of these facettes can be completely explored, so-
lutions to such wicked problems are situated and bound
to the way and to the expertise designers and researchers
frame the problem. As such, this kind of problems does
not have a stopping rule: solutions to wicked problems
are not right or wrong but rather good or bad depending
on one’s framing of the initial problem. Every solution is
essentially unique, because every design proposal funda-
mentally changes the context of the problem. And thus,
there is no ultimate test of a solution to those problems,
because the solution does not exist independently of the
problem framing.

By designing one possible solution to a wicked prob-
lem, both the problem and the solution are defined. As
such, both problem and solution exist dependent of each
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other, their scope and connection are the “best guess” of
the designer. Overall, the designer’s beliefs, values, and
decisions that lead to a specific solution and to the rejec-
tion of competing solutions frame the problem, the solu-
tion and the connections between themas the so calledde-
sign space. There are rathermany feasible pathswithin the
design space that connect a specific framing of the prob-
lem with one particular framing of a solution. There are
also many paths within the design space that are not fea-
sible –but are necessary preliminary steps for understand-
ing the design space.

This is to say that a solution to a wicked problem con-
textualises the space in which the problem exists. In addi-
tion, the sum of the successful and unsuccessful solutions
demarcate the design space. As such, understanding the
proposed solution also allows us to understand the con-
text of the problem.

To understand themethodological contribution of Re-
search through Design it is important to acknowledge that
this specific solution is the designerly equivalent to theory
in scientific practice. “The ultimate particular is a design
concept of the same dignity and importance as truth in sci-
ence” (Nelson & Stolterman [24]), it is a “theory nexus” [9]
that manifests not only the apparent solution, but also its
aesthetics, the process that led to its inception, and the en-
compassing design space. As such, the ultimate particular
is coagulated knowledge that comprises of a specific way
in which a specific problem space and a specific solution
space are connected through choices in regards to technol-
ogy, context, politics, use, belief, and circumstance.

Design and most of HCI are concerned with creating
artifacts like devices, interfaces, services, or algorithms as
solutions. Making artifacts is generative, and, depending
on which particular philosophy of science one follows, it
is arguably the opposite of science [26]. How then, can de-
sign research contribute to a methodologically generaliz-
able corpus of knowledge? In order to explain RtD, the
next two sections will discuss how design research oper-
ates and how design research generates theory.

2.3 How Research through Design Operates

How shall researchers engage in designing and develop-
ing HCI artifacts, when these very artifacts change the
problem they have been developed to resolve? The per-
haps most concise definition of Research through Design
and how to tackle this conundrum has been proposed by
Gaver et al: “we make things and let people try them, not
to develop commercial products, but to learn both about

people and new possibilities for technologies.” (Gaver http:
//www.datacatcher.org).

Likewise, an intentionally made intermediary – a re-
search device – has the potential to unfold complex in-
teractions and dependencies and thus can surface issues
without the ramifications of shaping a readymade, black-
boxed ‘product’ and unleashing it into the wild. Here, a
research device is being developed, field tested, and ana-
lyzed in order to help the researchers understand how a
specific design space unfolds. It is meant as a tool to better
understand the interplay of artifacts, practices and design
intention before they develop solutions for specific prob-
lems. By deliberately utilizing these research devices as
intermediaries, the appropriation of these devices can be
better analyzed and their ramifications can be better con-
tained. Oftentimes, these research devices are deployed
for periods of weeks to months, to let the interplay be-
tween people and these devices unfold. These field tests
are usually accompanied by probe studies, participatory
workshops, ethnography, interviews, and are framed as
design inspiration and reflection. These modes of analy-
sis most importantly do not hinge on a specific research
question, but are deliberately kept open to understand the
complex modes of interaction – paying close attention to
the usage of the research devices, their appropriation, in-
tended and unintended effects, unexpected use, and even
non-use.

2.4 How Research through Design Generates
Theory

Hence, Research through Design is based on two assump-
tions. First, the designed artifact is a theory nexus, which
means, that the design artifact itself embodies theory [11].
It contains all the choices and decisions that led to its im-
plementation. It also indirectly reveals the assumptions of
its makers in regard to technology, context, and politics.
As such, it also holds the beliefs and values its designers
account to. It even contains the failed and not realized at-
tempts competing solutions. But how then, shall the de-
signed artifact speak? The second assumption is, that the
designers themselves can reveal these issues by annotat-
ing these artifacts. By doing so, they can explain their aes-
thetic decisions, their beliefs in regards to user involve-
ment, and their individual design process. By doing so, the
knowledge about the design space that encompasses the
design artifact, becomes accessible for understanding and
reflecting. As such, annotating design artifacts may be the
design equivalent to theory building.
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This notion has been elaborated by Zimmerman [34]
and Gaver [11]. Both argue, that the artifact can be an-
notated, either through four lenses (process, invention,
relevance, extensibility) [34] or shared values (creative
process, user-centeredness, developing design spaces, ex-
ploring material, attention to aesthetics) [7]. Interestingly,
STS literature and empirical research follows a similar ap-
proach by reconstructing the “scripts” and theories which
are embedded in (even mundane) artifacts [1, 17].

We share Gavers [7] hypothesis, that an array of an-
notated design examples is the core of what Research
through Design can add to the HCI discourse: These “an-
notated portfolios” and annotated artifacts help in reflect-
ing and understanding made things – ultimate particu-
lars – and also the surrounding design space. As such, RtD
is “theory building” in a designerly way [8], because it ex-
plicates the decisions, beliefs, circumstances the design-
ers encountered when exploring the design space. This
resurfacing of embedded theory is illuminating the as-
pects that surfaced during making, analyzing, describing,
and understanding of this particular design space. And
these annotations allow researchers and designers to un-
derstand the problem and solution space, the path in be-
tween, their interplay, and the ramifications for people
and society at large.

The various documentations of the Data Catcher [6, 7,
12] are the prime example of how to annotate a specific re-
searchdevice. TheDataCatcher is “a location-aware, tangi-
ble and embodied mobile device that displays a continuous
stream of statements about its location that are drawn from
a large number of data sources and which speak to sociopo-
litical issues.” (Boucher & Gaver [7]). It is an intermediary
for exploring the design space of participation in location
based big data and emerging sociopolitical issues. Its de-
signers annotated this research device from three perspec-
tives. First in a pictorial [6] to explicate decisions andques-
tions that accompanied themaking of the artifact and aes-
thetic decisions in addition to the prime research interest.
The methodological approach and the results from a field
trial of 130 of theseData Catchers is presented inGaver [12],
where questions regarding user involvement and user em-
powerment were brought to the fore. Lastly both the de-
sign process as well as the prime research questions that
surfaced are presented in Boucher [7].

As such, these annotation of the Data Catcher can ex-
plicate issues that emerge from putting a specific design
research device into experimental context, and allows re-
searchers to explore design opportunities arising.

We acknowledge, that the theory building presented
here is mainly concerned with making and material, user
involvement and empowerment, designmethods and pro-

cesses in order to describe the design space. However,
we wish to take this multi-faceted approach of annota-
tion as a starting point and will offer two further lenses
for preliminary exploration, we believe are oftentimes
under-determined in annotating research devices: inter-
disciplinary research and open research agendas.

The following section presents Loaded Dice, a re-
search device we proposed to explore the design space of
smart connected things for the home together with both
expert and lay co-designers. First, we will briefly present
this research device and the scope of its application.

Wewill then contextualize RtDwithin HCI research on
the home and will further elaborate on the use of Loaded
Dice for interdisciplinary researchwithin anopen research
agenda. Employing the research device in various scenar-
ios, a variety of issues and opportunities emerged that we
believe are a useful annotation of this device for its mer-
its within an open research agenda and interdisciplinary
research.

3 Loaded Dice
In this section we will briefly summarize the Loaded Dice
artifact in its functionality and its design implications as
well as the environment in which the artifact was used.
The research device itself has been presented and dis-
cussed in full detail elsewhere [4, 20, 21]. In particular
the merits of Loaded Dice for specific user groups have
been discussed in [20], the design process, material explo-
ration, and aesthetic choices are detailed in [21]. And fi-
nally, [4] contrasts material choices in regards to user ap-
propriation for a specific user group. In the following sec-
tionwewill apply thesedesignated lenses of open research
agenda and interdisciplinary research to it and discuss the
resulting implications.

3.1 Introduction: What are Loaded Dice

The tool consists of two Arduino based, 3D-printed cubes.
One of the devices is equipped with a different sensor on
each of its six sides, while the other is equipped with a dif-
ferent actuator on each side. Whichever side is on top is
active and communicateswirelessly over distancewith the
top side of the other cube. Loaded Dice support creativity,
imagination and exploration in design processes of smart
and multisensory devices and services, especially in early
ideation stages.

Loaded Dice (Figure 1) are a co-design tool to ex-
plore the design space of smart connected things to-
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Figure 1: The Loaded Dice with Sensor Die (left) and Actuator Die (right).

gether with co-designers. Those lay co-designers provide
expertise from their everyday experience and thus valu-
able, qualitative input for the design of innovative smart
connected things for those lifeworlds. However, the co-
designers have varying levels of expertise in using and un-
derstanding technical devices, and the processes of de-
signing them. The Loaded Dice serve the purpose to bridge
the gapsbetween thosedifferent levels in co-designers and
us as HCI researchers and enable meaningful discussions
and ideation on equal terms.

3.2 Related Work: Co-Design Support Tools
for Designing IoT for the Home

Bringing co-designers and experts on amore equal footing
proves challenging, and there exist ample ways to bridge
these gaps in either way. In order to re-annotate our ar-
tifact in this paper, we will position it among other co-
design tools. Those tools employ one of two strategies to
bridge the experience gap. One is reducing the technical
and skill expertise required for co-designers. This is often
doneby employing analog support toolswhich aimat non-
functional abstract ideation, e.g. in form of cards repre-
senting the problem and solution spaces, actors, environ-
ment and dynamics. The other strategy aims for function-
ality in ideation, supplanting required expertise for co-
designers.

Related work as discussed here, focuses on tools sup-
porting both expert- and lay-designers in the reflective

conversation between idea exploration and idea gener-
ation for smart connected things within the IoT. It also
employs either one of the two aforementioned strategies.
Therefore we consider support tools as analog if they em-
ploy the strategy of non-functional, abstract ideation and
digital if they provide supplanted functionality.

3.2.1 Analog Tools

Analog Tools tend to comprise a design space and frame
the involved components, e.g. actors, environment and
their relationships as detailed in [16]. They aim at fostering
creativity and imagination as well as giving an overview of
involved components to designers [22]. The main charac-
teristic of analog tools is the substituted functionality. For
these purposes cards receive prominent focus. Whether
they categorize involved elements in a meaningful way
(KnowCards) or formalize dynamics as game rules (Tiles
Cards, [23]), they abstract the problem and solution de-
sign spaces in meaningful ways. However, the quality of
abstraction often relies on the expertise of their users and
is subject to the users immersion, knowledge and imagi-
nation.

3.2.2 Digital Tools

Digital tools provide the functionality analog tools substi-
tute by abstraction and thus allow (co-)designers to cre-
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Figure 2: The Loaded Dice consist of these sensors and actuators.

ate and experience functional prototypes. Often they are
arranged into component kits, allowing for creativity and
flexibility. For instance, littleBits allows combining work-
ing sensors and actuators [3] without programming. On
the other side tools like WoTKit allow prototyping soft-
ware services [5]. In these cases basic understandings of
electronics are required, a task for which there are also
specific digital tools like Cube-in [25]. However, to achieve
their goals those tools demand certain skills, limit the
scope of design to certain paradigmsor shift the focus from
ideation to learning the demanded skills.

3.3 Design Concept: Playful Exploration

The main aim of our tool is supporting early stages of
design processes, specifically ideation and exploration of
smart connected products in domestic settings. The em-
bodiment of the “LoadedDice” is thereby reduced to a fun-
damental form, allowing the combination of six by six sen-
sor / actor pairs (Figure 2). This serves our premise, that
people have to actively experience functions and connec-
tions of actuators and sensors in order to gauge their ef-
fects and experiences. We deem this crucial to allow the
ideation of design solutions that are novel, creative and
incorporate the respective expertise of the co-designers.
For that premise our support tool allows for spontaneous
connection of one sensor and one actuator at a time. We
chose sensors and actuators that are commercially off-the-
shelf available in order to reside in the current boundaries
of the IoT solution space. Thus, the translation and incor-

poration of prototypes into domestic applications is kept
outside of the laboratory.

To engage in spontaneous prototyping, the Loaded
Dice had to make it as easy as possible to re-combine sen-
sors and actuators. We did so by breaking down func-
tionality, interactivity and appearance to elementary in-
puts and outputs that are open to immediate re-config-
uration [20].

By choosing the form of a cube we aimed to incorpo-
rate three benefits of this form into our design principle.
First, by having six equal sides, a cube offers enough space
for six sensors or actuators in one hull, without lending
any special preference to one of them. Second, the cube
form is common enough that it allows for intuitive manip-
ulation, handling and reading. In our case this means the
fact that the top side is the active one that communicates.
This transports the reading and meaning of an actual die
to the users. Splitting actuators and sensors in one Loaded
Die each allows for quick one-to-one pairing by rotation of
the cubes, experiencing sensor-actuator mappings on the
fly. The devices themselves do not force a “right” combina-
tion of sensors and actuators, e.g. sound input and sound
output (Figure 3). The implemented wireless communica-
tion between the LoadedDice also enables spatial configu-
rations involving different rooms and floors. Thus, sensed
physical qualities can be transported over long distances
and transmuted into different physical qualities. This way,
users can use themicrophone to transport sound to the ac-
tuator cube where it is translated into heat. This allows to
experience new multisensory mappings and thereby help
envision creative and innovative use scenarios or design
fictions.
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Figure 3: The Loaded Dice sense heat and transmits it as light.

3.4 Playfulness in Play: Individual
Workshops

In order to explore design scenario building in context, we
conducted several workshops with different participant
groups. From this we want to present two cases as qualita-
tive sample. Workshop #1 was held with visually impaired
and blind students aged 13–17 with a total number of 11
participants from 8th and 9th grade [20]. Workshop #2 in-
volved amixed group of older adults (aged 60–79) and stu-
dents (aged 20–30) for a total of 10 participants.

The workshops were held with one researcher as fa-
cilitator in their role as expert designer and groups from
two to four participants. The participants were given the
Loaded Dice and asked to explore the devices and discuss
their functions and form. Later they were asked to reflect
on problems they faced in their everyday life and imag-
ine how sensors and actuators could solve them. If neces-
sary the facilitator would state, that the envisioned solu-
tions could vary both in form and functional details (e.g.
type of sound) from the Loaded Dice. The sessions were
concluded by an open discussion about sensor and actua-
tor based technology in general and how participants felt
about them. Thus, ending a session was an implicit com-
munication process between facilitator and participants.

Workshop #1 was held as a one-day-workshop for two
classeswere the LoadedDicewouldbe exploredby the stu-
dents and compared to another ideation tool, littleBits. The
classes were divided into mixed groups of two to four stu-
dents. The ideation was mixed between technical inspired
solutions like an orientation-system for blind people us-
ing sonic vibrations to more poetic everyday objects like a
weather station using bird voices to communicate if it was
dry or wet outside.

Workshop #2 consisted of four sessions with differing
participants. Scenarios were ideated in relation to every-
day lives of the participants. The framing question was,
how sensors and actuators could augment such scenar-
ios. Some scenarios from one session were used as basis
for sparking the discussion in another session. By experi-
mentingwith the LoadedDice, the ideation exploredmany
different contexts such as augmenting pets, communicat-
ing emotions, or technically hacking clothes. By employ-
ing the Loaded Dice, effects such as stigmatization could
be discussed. For instance, blind students from workshop
#1 remarked how they disliked speakingwatches and apps
as they marked them as blind and thus ‘handicapped’. As
such ideating sensor and actuator based solutions which
were not stigmatizing the users was prominent. Also, solu-
tionswere imaginedbeyond technical possibility, incorpo-
rating a certain poetic component – proofing the research
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device to be more than a functional demonstrator. This
was evident in an ideated communication scenario where
plants would communicate their wants to their owners.

This section should have given the reader an impres-
sion of our co-design tool Loaded Dice and its fielding in
workshops with co-designers. The next section will dis-
cuss the meaning of our artifact when viewed through two
more abstract lenses: open research agenda and interdisci-
plinary research.

4 HCI for the Home: Re-Annotating
the Loaded Dice

The goal to develop smart connected devices for homes
and neighborhoods benefits greatly from the situated un-
derstanding of third wave HCI and the methodological
frame of RtD. Especially when designing for everyday
worlds such as living rooms, apartment houses and com-
munity centers, researchers and engineers have to take
into account, what these places, practices and artifacts
mean to thepeople inhabiting theseworlds. As shown,RtD
provides a design tool to understand the conditions and
consequences of thesemeanings andpractices in interplay
with technological artifacts.

We want to propose RtD as a methodological middle
ground to explore technologically feasible, yet usability-
wise open products and applications, like IoT technology.
Applying RtD as a resource for design and development in
HCI can not only help researchers to explore the design
space and unfold different scenarios with co-designers. In
our understanding it is likewise a way to empower people
to understand technology and what it can do for them and
can thereby foster debates on smart devices and their use.

The example of the “Loaded Dice” as research de-
vice illustrates these opportunities of RtD within HCI. The
“Loaded Dice” became a “theory nexus” for an under-
determined problem: How shall we design smart assis-
tance for the home? This considerably broad research in-
terest involved diverging questions like, how to deal with
ramifications in regards to data intimacy and privacy,
questions of preferences of use but also non-use, aswell as
considering the appropriation of products by the users in
an overarching process of developing and designing such
technology.

The “Loaded Dice” as a research device encapsulate
these research questions and the design space of design-
ing assistive IoT for the home. By describing the method-
ical iterations we conducted with participants, we want
to underline, that the “Loaded Dice” are a suitable tool to

communicate and negotiate this design space between ex-
perts in design and experts in everyday life, between us
as designers and the addressed users as co-designers. We
want to discuss this role of the”Loaded Dice” as research
device in termsof RtDand its results concerning two lenses
we elaborated above: interdisciplinary research and open
research agendas.

The presented procedure has been grounded in the
notion that HCI artifacts are generative and influence,
even change, the circumstances in which they are em-
ployed.Wewant to highlight upfront that this understand-
ing of HCI research and design as “wicked problem” is not
‘solved’ by applying RtD, but rather acknowledged. Apply-
ing a situated perspective on HCI does not break the com-
plexity of socio-technical systems and situations of use
down to a universal sequence of procedures. Instead the
variety of disciplinary perspectives involved, the organiza-
tional circumstances of doing research in academic con-
text and the aim to actively include heterogeneous users
groups become challenges to the design and development
of HCI artifacts themselves. The methodology for design-
erly tools of research in HCI, RtD, is an adaption to these
challenges.

4.1 Multi-Perspectivity of HCI Work

Combining researchers and perspectives from different re-
search fields is necessary to tackle complex problems and
common to HCI work. Third Wave HCI involves especially
perspectives on interaction and situation types, derived
frommicro-sociology, communication studies and anthro-
pology, as well as reflections on policy and design as pro-
cess, derived fromScience andTechnology Studies, design
research and innovation studies.With that comes a rich set
of methods helping to investigate users interacting with
digital devices and designers interacting with users’ life-
worlds like ethnography or even outreach work towards
vulnerable communities. These methods focus to under-
stand and explain socio-technical phenomena, they are
useful to grapplewith the complex intertwining of cultural
factors, social interaction, technology, collective sense-
making, etc. But these methods come with an epistemo-
logical impediment for design: They are suited for under-
standing, not for making own (material) contributions in
the first place. Developing technology for the smart home
thus involves creative practices like projecting potential
use cases, innovating shapes and functions and the engi-
neering work of actually constructing a functioning prod-
uct.
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The design space of a certain wicked problem – like
for example initiating social interaction in an intergener-
ational apartment house – changes depending which per-
spective and framing of the design problem is applied. We
argue to distinct between disciplinary perspectives from
sociology, anthropology, psychology etc. as rather recon-
structive, while the aim to transform a given status by cre-
ating artifacts – typical for engineering, design and HCI –
as constructive epistemology. In order to grapple with the
complexity of socio-technical arrangements we argue be-
yond RtD to refine the distinction between reconstructive
elements and constructive elements within a research and
development process, as we want to show with our exam-
ple.

4.1.1 How did “Loaded Dice” Involve Different
Disciplinary Perspectives?

With the cascade of workshop types we showed that the
“Loaded Dice” enabled a co-evolution of making and re-
flecting, encouraging the researchers to switch between
constructing, reflecting and re-construction. The initially
undetermined problem forces researchers and designers
to move back and forth between reconstructing phenom-
ena of socio-technical interaction and actively making de-
cisions and embody them in new RtD prototypes. By creat-
ing a research device like the “Loaded Dice” we were able
to catalyze this process with an artifact. As a RtD artifact,
the “LoadedDice” reveal the burden of proof for HCIwork:
A research device is not primarily developed to prove its
functioning and adequateness for a specific lifeworld, in-
stead it helps to explore it.

The goal to develop the pair of dice as a prototype and
to deploy it in co-ideation workshops did not just help to
coordinate the work within our heterogeneous group. The
implementation of aworking prototype led to a refinement
of research questions and thereby the exploration of the
design space. A crucial feature therefore was the radically
simplified shape and interaction modes of the “Loaded
Dice”. Through their embodiment of universal IoT func-
tionalities, they enabled the exploration and reflection of
materiality and functionality for the further design pro-
cess.

This catalyst role is not limited to the group of re-
searchers developing the tool [34]. The “Loaded Dice” also
help to spark debate with other researchers on the semi-
otics of yet to be developed products for example. We ar-
gue that a research artifact is thereby far more as an exam-
ple or conversation starter between attendants of a confer-
ence. The “Loaded Dice” as an apperceptive interactive ar-

tifact became a boundary object [29] that enabled varying
references by diverging stakeholders. A product designer
may see it mainly as an unfinished tool used for work-
shops to get the answers they desire. An engineer views
the “Loaded Dice” as a technical state-of-the-art exploring
tool, discovering what is and is not possible yet. A design
methodologist may ask, how the users appropriated the
tool and what how that inform the design itself. A sociolo-
gist might be interested in how the Loaded Dice are used,
by whom and for which purpose. Also, how does the use
of the Loaded Dice change the users and the researchers?

4.2 Open Research Agendas

While interdisciplinary research in HCI is nowadays the
norm – including artifact based research – methodologi-
cal models to shape the processes of design and develop-
ment for this multi-perspectivity remain scarce. We pro-
pose open research agendas for a nuanced view from all
included parties and as chance to explicitly negotiate the
problem and solution space of design proposals within
HCI. This goal may sound mundane, but it is not when
we have a look at the circumstances under which HCI in
academia is organized: The funding of research requires
a proper time framing of the undertaking. Additionally,
there is a strict temporal limit to the researchers’ and de-
signers’ work due to the end of the funding period or time
for completing a qualification. This causes a paradox in
planning: Project executives often have to outline a time
frame before they actually get involved with the situations
of use and lifeworlds of addressed users. Furthermore, the
time scale of most project funding does not match the
“Eigentime” [14] of involving people and building relation-
ship to their lifeworlds e.g., [19].

A key goal of developing the “Loaded Dice” as re-
search artifacts was, to not shape beforehand, how they
will be used. In particular the definition of the problem
that should be solved by the assistive interactive system
we create, should carefully emerge from negotiations with
users. Thus themajormethodological challengewas to en-
able and maintain such an open-ended process, and to
empirically ground decisions in data from the addressed
users. A common frame to iteratively investigate in life-
worlds is the Grounded Theory Methodology [31]. This
methodology proposes a research process that is reflec-
tive and explicit on its decisions on the basis of con-
stant change between gathering and analyzing data. Fur-
thermore the slogan “All is Data” [13] underlines, that
Grounded Theory is appropriate to artifact centered meth-
ods like RtD.
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4.2.1 How did Loaded Dice Enabled an Open Research
Agenda?

In designing the “Loaded Dice” it became apparent that
there is a tension between technical realization, infield
validation and the requirements of a ‘proper’ academic
project. The question “How does and should it work (with
people)” could only be answered by giving birth to a re-
search device, using it, gathering and interpreting data
and by refining it. The resulting research agenda seeks
to engage with multiple stakeholders in an early project
stage, in order to methodologically narrow down possi-
ble situations of use as well as defining communities to
work with and finally understanding design opportunities
emerging from deploying the research artifacts.

In order to do so we conducted different types of work-
shops, as reported in section 2. First we worked with blind
and visually impaired teenagers, that can be seen as ‘ex-
treme users’ in a sensory way, which makes them a very
instructive group of people to work with. By analyzing
how they explored the pair of dice, we realized that non-
sensorily impaired usersmight also use the “Loaded Dice”
for co-ideation workshops. After developing scenarios of
use with older adults in a Living Lab, we shifted the focus
of user involvement a second time to generalize from con-
crete users to designing experts and introduce the tool to
them.

The interpretative flexibility of the “Loaded Dice” as
a research device described above allowed us to work on
those different research questions in parallel. For product
design and design methodology the dice meant to be co-
ideation tools for different user groups to generate design
scenarios. For the engineering part they became a playful
embodiment of IoT technology, initiating expert talks and
appearances at industry events. Sociologist interest in our
group focussed around the adoption and use of the tool by
participants in our workshops in order to understand the
exploration of embodied IoT technology.

While the reported stage of the “LoadedDice” is a very
early project stage, we aim to include research devices in
the forthcoming phases of our research: The focus of fu-
ture user involvement lies on working participatory with
one larger neighborhood, before the iterated prototypes
are deployed and reiterated with diverging types of neigh-
borhoods. While this goal emerged from reflecting on the
deployed and analyzed research device, the iterated re-
search device following up specifies the scope of the ex-
ploratory research questions to the social context of neigh-
borhoods.

The sequence of building a prototype and engaging
with users is neither new, nor extraordinary. By going into

detail in our processes here, we want to highlight, how
much the “Loaded Dice” changed the way, we think about
research goals and processes: Instead of focusing on the
“Loaded Dice” as an enclosed product, we still consider it
as a research device. Improvements and iterations are still
done as of writing this paper, but it is not our aim to final-
ize the “Loaded Dice” as such. Rather this tool challenges
our beliefs about how HCI work should and in fact can be
doneproperly in order to explore a design space. Themean
to develop the “Loaded Dice” was not to optimize an arti-
fact, but to learn about the means of people using it.
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